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1. Please be patient. I promise that the President (    ) arrive in just a few 

moments. 

(A)   will be going to (B)   would be going to 

(C)   could be going to (D)   is going to 

 

2. Daddy is working overtime again, so by the time he arrives home, dinner 

(    ) cold! 

(A)   gets (B)   got 

(C)   is getting (D)   will have gotten 

 

3. One year (    ) since my brother left Japan. 

(A)   past (B)   passing (C)   of passing (D)   has passed 

 

4. The solar device was (    ) by a group of high school students for a science 

project. 

(A)   development (B)   developed 

(C)   develops (D)   developer 

 

5. Tomoko was terrified of (    ) in front of large crowds. 

(A)   speak (B)   speaker (C)   speaking (D)   speech 

 

6. Thank you, Hiromi. This book is exactly (    ) I wanted. 

(A)   what (B)   which (C)   of which (D)   that 

 

7. We still have to buy some ice. (    ) than that, we are all ready for the 

party. 

(A)   Beyond (B)   More (C)   Other (D)   Over 

 

8. I (    ) visit the United States these days. I usually go to Australia 

instead. 

(A)   almost (B)   always (C)   nearly (D)   seldom 

 

9. It was a delicious dinner, but I was shocked when the waiter presented me 

(    ) the bill. 

(A)   for (B)   of (C)   to (D)   with 

 

10. All are welcome to join the English Club, (    ) their nationality. 

(A)   regarding (B)   not regarding 

(C)   with regard to (D)   regardless of 

 

11. A new television would be nice, but it is hard to (    ) spending that much 

money when our old television still works. 

(A)   pay (B)   justify (C)   afford (D)   release 

 



12. It is not a good idea to (    ) a left-handed child to use his or her right 

hand. 

(A)   force (B)   make (C)   decide (D)   affect 

 

13. The captain of a ship (    ) a heavy responsibility for the safety of his 

crew. 

(A)   allows (B)   bears (C)   endures (D)   suffers 

 

14. I tried to (    ) John to wait until the rain stopped before setting out, but 

he wouldn’t listen. 

(A)   persuade (B)   argue (C)   influence (D)   discourage 

 

15. Given our lack of natural (    ). I feel that the government should invest 

more in wind and solar power. 

(A)   materials (B)   oils (C)   resources (D)   supplies 

 

16. This elevator is out of (    ). Please use the stairs instead. 

(A)   place (B)   order (C)   danger (D)   job 

 

17. Mariko works hard every day and so has a (    ) to fall asleep on the train 

while coming home. 

(A)   suggestion (B)   philosophy 

(C)   recommendation (D)   tendency 

 

18. I was completely (    ) that it was my son who broke your window. Please 

accept my apologies. 

(A)   understanding (B)   uncertain 

(C)   unaware (D)   unexpected 

 

19. I recognized Ken (    ) the sound of his voice. 

(A)   to (B)   for (C)   by (D)   at 

 

20. Broadway performers should be believable actors (    ) as able singers. 

(A)   also (B)   as well 

(C)   additionally (D)   on top 

  


